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Elation Rings in a New Year at Fontainebleau Hotel Miami Beach 
 
Everlast Productions creates a memorable New Year’s Eve show. Production Designer Tyler Frank 
comments  
 
New Year's Eve festivities at the luxury hotel Fontainebleau Miami Beach isn't just another NYE 
celebration. The oceanfront resort, with its iconic pool scape, has featured the likes of Lady Gaga, 
Drake and Justin Bieber at past celebrations and this year saw pop icon Demi Lovato and popular DJ 
KYGO ring in the New Year.  
 
Lighting Director and Production Designer Tyler Frank and the team at Everlast Productions created 
a lasting memorable experience for Fontainebleau and their guests. By blending a creative solution 
with innovative technology and technical expertise Everlast produced an engaging live event 
experience. The South Florida-based production company supplied the entire production; from 
dynamic graphic content, to impactful lighting atmospheres, to premium audio quality, cutting-
edge technology that adapted perfectly to the environment.  
 

 
 
Everlast’s Tyler Frank handled production design, his second year designing for the event (he 
designed the stage for Justin Bieber at last year’s show) and had a large automated rig at his 
disposal, including Elation Professional Platinum 5R Beam Extreme™, Platinum FLX™, ZCL360 Bar™ 
and SixBar 1000™ luminaires. “Each year we try to bring something new to the table,” Frank said, 
explaining that the venue gives very little wiggle room for the structure, they literally have to build 



 
 

a tour-grade stage over an existing pool-side bar with the dance floor taking up a third of the 
famous bow-tie pool. Frank’s team spent six days of overnight installs in order to not interfere with 
the pool’s operations during the day. “We work with Fontainbleau to ensure a smooth execution,” 
he says. “This year we were blessed and were able to get the rig up and working with an extra day 
of programming,” time that Frank enjoyed putting into the desk. 
 
Lighting requirements 
Lighting for the event needed to abide by a few rules, Frank says. Every fixture in the rig was 
designed to have multiple purposes throughout the show. For example, when some fixtures were 
lighting the band, others would bounce out into the house and vice versa. Fixtures had to be 
reliable and be able to withstand the extreme weather conditions that can be found in South 
Florida. The last requirement was light output. “I was competing with LED tiles and outdoor 
ambient light that I had no control over,” Frank explains. “I needed fixtures that could punch 
through the noise and still read well on camera. The overall parameters of the show were intended 
to light a five-person band with a VIP DJ. From there we came up with concepts for creating 
dynamic looks and verticality in the design. Once the artists, Demi Lovato and Kygo, were 
confirmed we tweaked the canvas to better fit their branding and rider requirements.” 
 
Lighting rig 
Frank calls the Platinum 5R Beam Extreme one of his favorite lights to use outdoors. He used 48 
beam fixtures in total, some on the façade of the structure, on the roof, and some in the house 
attached to palm tree mounts. “The fixtures create fantastic aerial pattern that output clear across 
the entire venue,” he said. “The positioning of the beams created a sense of immersion for the 
audience of being completely surrounded with moving light. The 5R Beam is compact and efficient 
on power, which allowed me to mount them to the palm trees that flanked the pool. This opened 
up the possibilities of extending the lighting design further into the house instead of focusing too 
much on the main stage.” 
 
The hybrid Platinum FLX moving heads were crucial to the versatility of the rig with Frank placing 
four truss fingers with four FLX fixtures on each flown over the band. “These fixtures were designed 
to blend in with the beams for those sharp looks, to blend in with the spots for the aerial texture, 
and to blend in nicely with the wash fixtures for the band’s special pickups when needed,” the 
designer said, while adding that being able to switch from Spot mode to Beam mode or to Wash 
mode gave him a lot of options to work with when it came time to creating big looks across the 
board. 
 
Frank explains that the ZCL 360 Bars played several roles, primarily as a wash light when zoomed 
out but also to create linear details with LED pixels. “This is something I notice more and more in 
our industry - the use of pixels to create linear details that draw focus to certain parts of the stage,” 
he said. “I would point the array of pixels on the ZCL towards the talent on stage. The audience’s 
eye would be naturally drawn back to the stage if they ever got lost in the rig.” 
 
The SixBar 1000s, one-meter long color-changing battens with 6-color LED multi-chips, fulfilled a 



 
 

special role and were used to light up the pathways in the pit under the structure. Frank explains, 
“A really cool feature of this production is this concept of being able to visit the bar directly from 
the dance floor. Audience members can walk from the dance floor covering the pool under the 
downstage lower tier to get a drink from the pre-existing bar then turn around and walk right back 
out on the dance floor and continue enjoying the event. These fixtures gave me a large range of 
saturated colors to choose from that could keep what was happening under the stage in the same 
color palette as what was happening on top of the stage.” 
 
One large canvas 
The key to determining fixture placement for this setup, Frank says, was the concept of always 
creating a beautiful array when just one fixture type is turned on. “From there I built systems of 
fixtures that played together as one large canvas. The beams along the façade of the truss as well 
as in the house and on the roof balanced the fingers overhead. The ZCLs Bars were used as diagonal 
back lighting and top lighting in conjunction with the side lights. The FLXs were placed above the 
stage on the fingers because I used them as hybrid fixtures that could tie in with the spots on deck 
or with the aerials, with the beams on the façade or in the house. They can even tie in with the 
wash lights coming from the side trusses.” 
 
Frank values the close relationship that Everlast Productions has created with Elation Professional 
“because we know that we are getting a professional fixture for a good price,” he said. “Elation 
products have a high build quality and light output that is hard to find anywhere else and the wide 
range of products gives designers and programmers options in the rig.” He concludes by saying that 
this year he would have liked to see the Proteus™ series or some of Elation’s other range of IP65 
fixtures. “We were blessed that weather wasn’t an issue but every time you are sending moving 
lights outside you are rolling the dice. I would rather stack the odds in my favor by getting IP65 
rated moving lights,” he concludes.  
 
Personnel: 
Account Executive: David McCranie 
Production Designer: Tyler Frank 
Lighting Director: Tyler Frank 
Guest Lighting Designer: Adam McCarthy 
Automated Lighting Programmers: Daniel Cortes, Gabriel Carnaval 
Rigger: Mike DeBlois 
Video Director: Alejandro Mejia 
Audio FOH Engineer: Jay Newbold 
Audio Monitor Engineer: Micah Hudson 
Audio System Tech: Adam Shay 
 
48 – Elation Platinum 5R Beam Extreme™ 
18 – Elation Platinum FLX™ 
14 – Elation ZCL 360 Bar™ 
18 – Elation SixBar 1000™ 



 
 

  
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video 
products that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of 
dedicated personnel, Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology 
and is acknowledged for a comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a 
growing variety of market segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, 
theater, late night venue, House of Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For 
more information, please visit www.elationlighting.com 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
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